
Passenger carriages by country

Be careful to read the respective modder´s notes for
each download to make sure that You have everything
You need!

Austria:

ÖBB "Schlierenwagen" by Akamas, a ÖBB repaint of the Trainfever EW II
ÖBB Eurofima Waggons by Akamas, the Trainfever EW IV-waggon, here with two variations (1st and 2nd
class) in ÖBB Eurofima design.
ÖBB Commutertrain waggon "City Shuttle" by Akamas, a repaint of the Trainfever EW IV.
ÖBB Passengerwaggons by Akamas, a 1980s ÖBB repaint of the Trainfever EW IV.

Czech Republic:

Railjet Waggons 1.and 2.class in Czech livery by Agentbob, a repaint of the Trainfever EW IV-waggons.
EC Waggon RegioJet by MacaCZ, a repaint of the SBB EC waggon by Agentbob.

Finland:

Finnish blue passenger coaches by Onionjack, a set of 11 different coaches used in Finland.

Germany (incl. Bavaria, Prussia and the GDR):

Bay. Abteilwagenset by fred1690, a set of 9 variants of old compartment coaches used by the Bavarian
railways.
K.P.E.V. Compartment waggon full set by Cadoras,a set of Prussian compartment cars built in the late 19th
century.
Compartment car in K.P.EV. colour by Cadoras, a reskin (replacement) of the Trainfever Compartment car.
Compartment car in Deutsche Reichsbahn colour by Cadoras, a reskin of the Trainfever compartment car.
The "Donnerbüchse Project by EAT1963, a set of repainted Trainfever "Donnerbüchse"-waggons, both for
Your trains and as static objects.
The "Donnerbüchse" Project by Cadoras, a set of repainted Donnerbüchse waggons in both DB and DR
versions.
Four axle DB "Umbau" waggons by Merk, a set of three umbauwaggons (waggons with new bodies on old
frames) used by the DB from the late 1950s until the early 1990s.

http://www.train-fever.net/filebase/index.php/Entry/267-%C3%96BB-Schlierenwagen-EW-II-Repaint/
http://www.train-fever.net/filebase/index.php/Entry/382-%C3%96BB-Eurofima-Wagen/
http://www.train-fever.net/filebase/index.php/Entry/381-%C3%96BB-Nahverkehrswagen-City-Shuttle/
http://www.train-fever.net/filebase/index.php/Entry/376-%C3%96BB-Personenwagen-EW-IV-Repaint/
http://www.train-fever.net/filebase/index.php/Entry/396-Railjet-Waggons-1-und-2-Klasse-incl-T%C3%BCranimation-in-Ceske-Drahy-Lackierung/
http://www.train-fever.net/filebase/index.php/Entry/689-EC-Waggon-RegioJet/
http://www.train-fever.net/filebase/index.php/Entry/649-Finnish-blue-passenger-coaches/
http://www.train-fever.net/filebase/index.php/Entry/665-bay-Abteilwagenset/
http://www.train-fever.net/filebase/index.php/Entry/279-K-P-E-V-Abteilwagen-Full-Set-repaint/
http://www.train-fever.net/filebase/index.php/Entry/277-REPLACEMENT-Compartment-Car-Abteilwagen-K-P-E-V-Repaint/
http://www.train-fever.net/filebase/index.php/Entry/274-Compartment-Car-Abteilwagen-Deutsche-Reichsbahn-Repaint/
http://www.train-fever.net/filebase/index.php/Entry/653-The-Donnerb%C3%BCchse-Project-aktualisiertes-Repaint/
http://www.train-fever.net/filebase/index.php/Entry/329-The-Donnerb%C3%BCchse-Project/
http://www.train-fever.net/filebase/index.php/Entry/609-Vierachsige-DB-Umbauwagen/


DR Reko Personenwagen Baage by UnixRoot, Rebuilt waggons used by the East German Railways from the
1960s until around 1991.
DR/DB Doppelstockwagen by Stepke, a set of four variations of the doubledeck cars built by the DR in the
1950s and are still used today in modernized versions.
m-waggons 1954 by xAlex666, a set of four expresstrain coaches used by the DB from the mid 1950s.
m-Waggons 1963 by xAlex666, a set of four additional expresstrain coaches used by the DB in the 1950s
and 1960s.
m-Waggons in popcolours by Railtim, an experimental paintscheme used by the DB in the 1970s.
m-waggons 1954 in blue-beige by Railtim, Alex´s m-waggons in the blue-beige livery used by the DB in the
1970s and 1980s.
m-waggons 1963 in Lufthansa Airport Express livery by BastiDE, a special livery used in late 1980s and early
1990s on the Lufthansa Airport Express services.
Intercitywaggons in DB traffic red livery by Railtim, a set of four variants of m-waggons in modern IC livery.
DB Waggonset Oceanblue and Interregio by baubus, two repaint versions of Grimes "Rheingold" waggons.
DB Interregio cars by Railtim, a modern repaint of Alex´s M-waggons.
Rheingold ADmh101, Apmz121 and Avmz111 Bj 1965 by Grimes, a set of three cars used in the TEE
Rheingold trains between Amsterdam and Geneva 1965-1987.
TEE Express train waggons by DerFreddy7, a TEE repaint of the EW IV waggons.
EW4 Speisewagen mit Stromabnehmer by Agentbob, a fictional restaurant car in the DB Trans Europe
Express livery.
Einheitswagen IV in DB blue-beige livery by Maverick2002, a DB repaint of the Trainfever EW IV.
Einheitswagen IV in various DB liveries by Brausebart, a set of Repainted Trainfever EW IVs in various DB
liveries.
N-Waggons "Silberlinge" incl. Karlsruhe head by Grimes, The classic "Silvercoins" waggons used in
commuter trains from the early 1960s until today.
n-waggons in Citybahn livery by Railtim, a "Citybahn" version of the "Silvercoin" waggons used in the 1980s
in the Rhein-Ruhr area.
n-waggons "Mintlinge" in DBs mintgreen livery by Railtim, a mintgreen version used ca 1987-1996.
DB Regio N-Waggons "Silberlinge" by Revyn112, the current paintscheme of the classic "Silvercoin"
waggons by Grimes.
DB Intercity Traincars 1. and 2. class by DerFreddy7, a modern IC repaint of the Trainfever EW IV coach.
Intercity - Deutsche Bahn AG by Revyn 112, a modern Intercity version of Grimes Rheingold AVMZ waggon.

Ireland:

IE Mark 4 by nevergone, an Irish repaint of the Trainfever EW IV-waggon.
CIE Cravens Stock by nevergone, an Irish repaint of the Trainfever EW II waggon.

The Netherlands:

NS ICR by oppie, a set of two intercity coaches used by the NS.
NS Plan-W Repaint Expansion Pack by Yavianice, a Dutch repaint of Grimes´s Silberlinge waggons.
NS ICR Repaint Royal Expansion Pack by Yavianice, a repaint of Oppie's ICR-waggons.
NS ICR Repaint Expansion pack by Yavianice, a BeNeLux repaint of Oppies ICR-waggons.
NS - DDM Carriage by The Quiet Dutchman, a Dutch doublestock car used in Intercity trains.
Einheitswagen IV (Nederlandse Spoorwegen) by JavaNocKziK, a NS repaint of the Trainfever EW IV.

Norway:
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http://www.train-fever.net/filebase/index.php/Entry/366-DR-Reko-Personenwagen-Baage/
http://www.train-fever.net/filebase/index.php/Entry/251-DR-DB-Doppelstockwagen/
http://www.train-fever.net/filebase/index.php/Entry/403-m-Wagen-1954/
http://www.train-fever.net/filebase/index.php/Entry/514-m-Wagen-1963/
http://www.train-fever.net/filebase/index.php/Entry/521-m-Wagen-Popfarben/
http://www.train-fever.net/filebase/index.php/Entry/434-m-Wagen-1954-in-Blau-Beige/
http://www.train-fever.net/filebase/index.php/Entry/743-m-Wagen-1963-Lufthansa-Airport-Express/
http://www.train-fever.net/filebase/index.php/Entry/686-Intercitywagen-verkehrsrot-m-Wagen-Repaint/
http://www.train-fever.net/filebase/index.php/Entry/346-Wagenset-Ozeanblau-InterRegio/
http://www.train-fever.net/filebase/index.php/Entry/584-Interregiowagen-m-Wagen-Repaint/
http://www.train-fever.net/filebase/index.php/Entry/79-Rheingold-ADmh101-Apmz121-und-Avmz111-Bj-1965/
http://www.train-fever.net/filebase/index.php/Entry/65-TEE-Schnellzugwaggons/
http://www.train-fever.net/filebase/index.php/Entry/401-EW4-Speisewagen-mit-Stromabnehmer/
http://www.train-fever.net/filebase/index.php/Entry/313-Einheitswagen-IV-in-Blau-Beige-der-DB-nicht-Oceanblau/
http://www.train-fever.net/filebase/index.php/Entry/306-Einheitswagen-IV-in-verschiedenen-DB-Repaints/
http://www.train-fever.net/filebase/index.php/Entry/207-N-Wagen-Silberlinge-inkl-Karlsruher-Kopf/
http://www.train-fever.net/filebase/index.php/Entry/282-n-Wagen-in-Citybahn-Lackierung/
http://www.train-fever.net/filebase/index.php/Entry/212-n-Wagen-in-Mintgr%C3%BCn-Mintlinge-Version-1-2-mit-Steuerwagen/
http://www.train-fever.net/filebase/index.php/Entry/288-DB-Regio-N-Wagen-Silberlinge/
http://www.train-fever.net/filebase/index.php/Entry/54-DB-InterCity-Zugwaggons-1-und-2-Klasse/
http://www.train-fever.net/filebase/index.php/Entry/86-InterCity-Deutsche-Bahn-AG-Wagen-AVMZ/
http://www.train-fever.net/filebase/index.php/Entry/411-IE-Mark-4-EW-IV-Repaint/
http://www.train-fever.net/filebase/index.php/Entry/298-CI%C3%89-Cravens-Stock-Einheitswagen-II-Repaint/
http://www.train-fever.net/filebase/index.php/Entry/255-NS-ICR/
http://www.train-fever.net/filebase/index.php/Entry/428-NS-Plan-W-Repaint-Expansion-Pack/
http://www.train-fever.net/filebase/index.php/Entry/406-NS-ICR-Repaint-Royal-Expansion-Pack-for-Oppies-mod/
http://www.train-fever.net/filebase/index.php/Entry/395-NS-ICR-Repaint-Expansion-Pack-for-Oppies-mod/
http://www.train-fever.net/filebase/index.php/Entry/194-NS-DDM-Carriage/
http://www.train-fever.net/filebase/index.php/Entry/35-Einheitswagen-IV-Nederlandse-Spoorwegen/
https://www.transportfever.net/lexicon/entry/70-passenger-carriages-by-country/


NSB - wagon pack by pleym,a collection of Norwegian passenger coaches based on the Trainfever EW II &
EW IV.

Poland:

PKP Waggon set, a set of Trainfever EW IV-waggons in Polish livery.

Sweden:

Statens Järnvägar - Passenger waggon collection by CelsiuZ, a collection of swedish passenger waggons
repainted from the Trainfever EW II.

Switzerland:

Improved BC4-waggon v1.1 by Jey_Bee, an improved version of the Trainfever BC4 passenger waggon that
replaces the original waggon in the game.
SBB Expresstrain waggons of Era III by CH-Modding, a set of four repainted Trainfever EW II cars.
BLS EW I Modpack by CH-Modding, a repaint of the Trainfever EW II waggons.
SBB EW II Repaint set by CH-Modding, Trainfever EW IIs in a 1990s SBB "Parrot" design.
BLS EW II Modpack, a set of two EW IIs in BLS livery.
GoldenPass Line EW II by TrainRAT, a Trainfever EW II repaint.
EW II Kolibri set by scarmenon, a repaint of the Trainfever EW II waggons.
EW4 Repaint SBB Waggon 1. and 2. class in grey red livery by Agentbob, a repaint of the Trainfever
"Einhetswagen IV".
EC Waggon incl. animated doors in SBB livery by Agentbob, modded and improved version of the EW4
waggons.
SBB Panoramawagen by baubus, a modern panorama coach to go with Your Swiss trains.
SBB EW IV Speisewagen by scarmenon, a restaurant waggon to go with the EW4 waggons.
Type 4 (EW IV) BLS repaint by trainjunkie, a repaint of the EW IV waggons.
Type 4 (EW IV) Green repaint by trainjunkie, a repaint of the BLS EW IVs
Einheitswagen IV - Typ A (1. Klasse) by Revyn112, an additional generic EW IV 1st class waggon.
IC 2000 by SwissCH, SBB IC 2000 waggonset used in intercity trains across Switzerland.

USA:
Amtrak Coach (Einheitswagen IV) by WongtinCheesecake, an American repaint of the vanilla
einhehitswagen IV.
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http://www.train-fever.net/filebase/index.php/Entry/94-NSB-wagon-pack/
http://www.train-fever.net/filebase/index.php/Entry/541-PKP-Waggon-Set/
http://www.train-fever.net/filebase/index.php/Entry/215-Statens-J%C3%A4rnv%C3%A4gar-Passenger-Wagon-Collection/
http://www.train-fever.net/filebase/index.php/Entry/261-Verbesserter-BC4-Waggon-v1-1-Original-Ersatz-Build-4519/
http://www.train-fever.net/filebase/index.php/Entry/537-1-1-0-SBB-Schnellzugwagen-der-Epoche-III/
http://www.train-fever.net/filebase/index.php/Entry/543-V1-0-2-BLS-EW-I-Modpack/
http://www.train-fever.net/filebase/index.php/Entry/343-V1-1-0-SBB-EW-II-Repaint-Set/
http://www.train-fever.net/filebase/index.php/Entry/342-V1-5-2-BLS-EW-II-Modpack/
http://www.train-fever.net/filebase/index.php/Entry/290-GoldenPass-Line-EW-II-Repaint-Set/
http://www.train-fever.net/filebase/index.php/Entry/544-EW-II-Kolibri-Set/
http://www.train-fever.net/filebase/index.php/Entry/448-EW4-Repaint-SBB-Waggon-1-und-2-Klasse-in-grau-roter-Lackierung/
http://www.train-fever.net/filebase/index.php/Entry/538-EC-Waggon-incl-T%C3%BCranimation-in-SBB-Optik/
http://www.train-fever.net/filebase/index.php/Entry/658-SBB-Panoramawagen/
http://www.train-fever.net/filebase/index.php/Entry/578-SBB-EW-IV-Speisewagen/
http://www.train-fever.net/filebase/index.php/Entry/117-Type-4-EW-IV-BLS-repaint/
http://www.train-fever.net/filebase/index.php/Entry/143-Type-4-EW-IV-Green-paint/
http://www.train-fever.net/filebase/index.php/Entry/24-Einheitswagen-IV-Typ-A-1-Klasse/
http://www.train-fever.net/filebase/index.php/Entry/676-IC-2000/
http://www.train-fever.net/filebase/index.php/Entry/699-Amtrak-Coach-Einheitswagen-IV/
https://www.transportfever.net/lexicon/entry/70-passenger-carriages-by-country/
https://www.transportfever.net/lexicon/entry/70-passenger-carriages-by-country/

